Republic of the Philippines
Department of the Interior and Local Government
Philippine Public Safety College
PHILIPPINE NATIONAL POLICE ACADEMY
Camp General Mariano N. Castañeda,
4118 Silang, Cavite
: Commandant of Cadets

MEM

PNPA Announces the Hiring of Guest Professors for First Semester of
Academic Year 2013-2014.

QUALIFICATIONS
Education:
Must possess a Doctorate or at least a Master’s Degree or its equivalent in Law,
Political Science, English, Mathematics, Humanities, Social Sciences and any other
discipline related to Public Safety and Social Defense.
Work Experience:
At least three (3) years of teaching experience in their respective field of
expertise is required.
Language:
Fluency in English (both written and oral) is a must.
How to apply:
Qualified applicants may submit their application folder (Tab A. Letter of intent to
teach indicating therein the Subject Code; Tab B. Resume; Tab C. Clearances, such as
Police, NBI and Court, TAB D. Neuro-Psychiatric Test Result and TAB E. Drugs Test
Result) to the Dean, Academic Affairs Department, Philippine National Police Academy,
Camp General Mariano N. Castaneda, Silang, Cavite NLT April 30, 2013 or email at
PNPA_ACAD@yahoo.com

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE (LAL)
Subject
Code
LAL 101

LAL 102

Subject Title

Description

Communication Arts
1 (English Grammar
and Composition 1)

This subject is the study of the English language
and its proper usage: grammar and sentence
construction. Topics include: the sentence and
its parts; the parts of speech; phrases; clauses;
writing
paragraph;
punctuation;
and
capitalization.

Filipino (Wika at
Panitikan)

Ang asignaturang ito ay pag aaral ng Wikang
Filipino; Ang mga bahagi ng pananalita; ang
pangungusap at mga bahagi nito; ang sugnay;
at ang wastong pagsusulat ng talata. Ang pag
aaral ng panitikan ay pagtatalakay ng
pagpapayaman ng ating sariling kultura. Ang
mga sumusunod ay bahagi ng pag aaral; ang

LAL 204

LAL 306

LAL 307

pagtalakay sa katuturan ng panitikan at mga
mahahalagang akda na nagkakaroon ng
malaking kasaysayan at ideolohiya ng daigdig;
ang kapaligirang pangkasaysayan ng ating
panitikan; ang pananakop ng mga Kastila at
naging epekto nito sa ating panitikan at wika sa
pananampalataya at kaugalian; ang panahon ng
propaganda: ang kapaligirang pangkasaysayan
ng panahong ito at ang mga mahahalagang
akda ng mga propagandista; ang pagtalakay sa
Panahon ng mga Amerikano; na kinakitaan ng
laganap na interest ng mga Filipino sa wikang
Ingles at ang pagsulat ng wikang ito.
Communication Arts The subject focuses on the study of public
3 (Public Speaking
speaking: argumentation and debate with
& Argumentation
emphasis but not limited to: the components of a
and Debate)
speech act; the speaker; the message; the
audience; channels; feedback; settings; and the
snags in the speech delivery and overcoming
strategies; the fundamentals in conducting
argument and debate; the process in
argumentation; the fallacies in argumentation;
the purposes and value of debate; the types of
debate; and the process in choosing and
proposing a debate topic.
Communication Arts This course is focused on the general concepts
5 (Technical Writing) of standard investigative communication with
emphasis on the elements of correct grammar
and mechanics; principles of opposite, clear and
concise investigative report writing; format and
contents; presentation and interpretation of
crime statistics; and essentials of narrative
reporting forms and its application.
Communication Arts
6 (Investigative
Report Writing)

This subject deals with the study of the
principles of good report writing namely: brevity,
clarity, completeness and accuracy; the
mechanics and techniques; the format and
content; character and action in presenting the
facts sequentially and essentials of narrative
forms and application. Presentation of the
investigative report covers the initial and
advance investigative report writing and
progress of follow up reports. This also involves
briefing and conferences to support a case in
criminal inquiry in basic and advanced
investigative report writing.

MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES (MNS)
Subject
Code
MNS 101

Subject Title
Mathematics 1
(College Algebra)

Description
The subject is the study of axioms and sets of
numbers; the fundamentals operations of
algebra; factoring complex fractions; radical
systems of linear and quadratic equations;
inequalities;
functions
and
relations;
mathematical induction; progressions; binomial
theorem; and theory of equations; and partial

MNS 204

Natural Science 1
(Physics)

MNS 305

Natural Science 3
(Ecology and
Environment
protection)

fractions.
The subject is an introduction to the
fundamentals of mechanics; vectors; equilibrium,
rectilinear, and rotational motion; the Newton’s
law; work, energy impulse and momentum;
electricity and heat transfer.
This subject is the study of the relationship of
organism to its environment. Topics to be
discussed are: the scientific method of ecology;
homeostasis and adaption; the key processes of
photosynthesis; assimilation and decomposition
processes as basis for ecological processes; the
ecosystem; human disturbances; various
environmental problems; and the study of the
pertinent laws (air, water, land).

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES (HSS)
Subject
Code
HSS 101

Subject Title
General Psychology

HSS 102

Philosophy 1
(Logic)

HSS 103

Socio-Anthropology
(Society and Culture
with Family Planning
and AIDS Education)

HSS 206

World History

Description
The subject is the study of human behavior. It
includes motivation and adjustment; drives and
motivation; feelings and emotion; frustration
and conflict; learning and forgetting; the
aptitude; and the various types of personality;
the social influences on behavior.
This subject is the study of logical reasoning;
the basic concepts of critical reasoning and
analysis in a brief and straightforward manner;
identifying and evaluating arguments; testing
causal claims; detecting and resolving
vagueness and ambiguity; the meaning of
logical and how to use logical reasoning in
decision making; and the study of developing
the five skills in logical reasoning namely:
writing logically, detecting inconsistency and
lack of clarity in a group of statements, spotting
issues and arguments, detecting and avoiding
fallacies (reasoning errors) and generating
and improving arguments and explanations.
The subject is the study of the social and
development issues in the discipline of
sociology and anthropology. Topics include:
the culture and early origins of the preliterate
societies; the application of sociology on
anthropological findings; social living and its
social interrelationships; the development of
preliterate societies towards contemporary
times; the social foundations of man; social
organization; the major social institutions; and
the human ecology.
The course deals with the origin, development
and growth of world’s civilization from the
ancient times to the present era. The lessons
included have been designed with the dual
purpose of helping the students to acquire a
solid background of the past events and

equally more important to help them to think
more constructively about the significance of
those events for the difficult times in which we
live now. The influences of historical
development in the world will be analyzed to
help the students understand how these
shaped the lives of people in the world
community.

CORE PROFFESIONAL SUBJECTS (CPS)
Subject
Code
CPS 101

Subject Title

Description

Fundamentals of
Public Safety and
Social Defense

The subject of the different components of
public safety and social defense including the
primary bureaus of public safety service
namely: the Philippine National Police (PNP),
Bureau of Jail Management and Penology
(BJMP), and the Bureau of Fire Protection
(BFP). Topics included are the mission, vision
and functional objectives of the tree (3)
bureaus; the foundation of the tree (3) PS
bureaus; the concepts and tools in formulating
a framework for public safety and social
defense
policies
and
strategies;
and
contemporary issues in PS service.

CPS 205

Law 1
(Criminal Law 1- Book
1)

The analytical study of Articles 1-113 of the
Revised Penal Code (as amended) and
analytical study of relevant cases.

CPS 206

Information System
and Technology

This subject is concerned with the technology
and its aspects of managing and processing
information with the use of Word, Excel and
PowerPoint presentation especially in large
organizations. In particular, IT deals with the
use of electronic computers and computer
software to convert, protect process, transmit,
and retrieve information.

CPS 207

Criminalistics 1
(Dactyloscopy)

This subject is the study of the fundamentals of
Dactyloscopy. Topics included: finger, palm
and footprints impressions through the
Bertillon, Henry Galton and Scotland System;
scientific methods and techniques of lifting
latent prints; poroscopy; principles and use of
instrumentation in fingerprinting identification.

CPS 208

Criminalistics 2
(Forensic Chemisty
and Toxicology)

The study and application of forensic chemistry
and criminal toxicology in the examination of
physical evidence. Topics include: study of
blood, semen, gunpowder and explosives, hair
and fibers, glass fractures,
moulage,
metallurgy and petrography; and isolation,
identification and classification of poisons.

CPS 209

Politics and
Governance with

The subject deals with the study of the 1987
Philippine Constitution; he territorial jurisdiction

Philippine Constitution of the Philippine; the declaration of the
principles and state policies; the fundamental
rights and freedom; enumerated in the Bill of
Rights; and the right of suffrage. It also
includes the study of the three branches of the
government; the legislative department;
executive department and the judicial
department;
the
provisions
on
the
constitutional commissions; the accountability
of public officers; and the general provisions.
CPS 317

Law 3
(Criminal Evidence)

The study of the following but not limited to
Rules on Evidence; the general provisions of
evidences in court; privileged communication;
the burden of proof and presumption;
presentation of evidences; and the weight and
sufficiency of evidence.

CPS 318

Law 4
(Criminal Procedure
with Moot Court)

The study of the following but not limited to; the
rules of criminal procedures; prosecution of
offenses; rights of the accused; and
procedures of search and seizure.
The subject is the study of the following:
demeanor before trial: demeanor inside and
outside the courtroom; relationship with the
parties; use of notes; questioning; common
cross-examining techniques and duties in
orderly court.
Mock Court shall be the practical exercise of
the subject.

CPS 319

Criminal Investigation
with Basic SOCO
Procedure

This subject covers the general principles of
criminal investigation; the process of obtaining
information from complainants, witnesses,
informants and suspects; and the interview and
interrogation techniques.

CPS 320

Research 1
(Fundamentals of
Research with Thesis
Proposal Defense)

The subject deals with the study of introduction
to research. Topics include: the guidelines in
the selection of a research problem; the
importance, purposes and functions of related
literature; the characteristics of historical,
descriptive and experimental research; the
analysis and interpretation of data; and the
summary, conclusions and recommendations
of the study.

CPS 321

Introduction to
National Security
Administration

The subject is the study of external defense;
political role; the counter-insurgency campaign;
recruitment of personnel; defense spending
and industry; intelligence and security
agencies; public order and internal security;
the communist insurgency; ideology and
strategy; development of the revolutionary
movement; leadership and organization;
political organization and front groups; military
operations and tactics; financing and foreign
support; crime; law enforcement; penal law;

criminal
system.

procedure

and

the

correctional

POLICE MAJOR SUBJECTS
Subject
Code
PMS 401

PMS 402

PMS 403

PMS 404

Subject Title
Law Enforcement
Operations 1
(Patrol Operations
and Management)
Law Enforcement
Operations 2
(Police Community
Relations, Law
Enforcement Ethics
and Media Relations)
Law Enforcement
Operations 3
(Drug Enforcement,
Vice Control and
Organized Crime)
Law Enforcement
Operations 4
(Traffic Management)

PMS 405

Law Enforcement
Operation 5
(Violence Against
Women and Children)

PMS 406

Law Enforcement
Operations 6
(Interpol Operation
and Transnational
Crimes)

Description
Study of the objectives of police patrol
operation; basic field patrolling procedures;
types of patrolling and tactics; Patrol Unit
responses; and community-patrol team
partnership.
Study of the following: RA 6713; RA 3019; law
enforcement
ethics;
police
gratuity,
shakedown, perjury, brutality, profanity, etc.
influence of media in policing; disclosure of
information; biases and the media.
Subject is the study of RA 9165 and IRR; ED #
218; powers and duties of PDEA; duties and
responsibilities of PNP vice control and
organized crime units.
Study of the mission and functions of the PNP
Traffic Management Group; traffic accident
information system; traffic direction and
control; functions and objectives of traffic
engineering, enforcement and education.
Study of RA 9262 (“Anti-Violence Against
Women and their Children Act of 2004”). An
act of defining violence against women and
their children, providing for protective
measures for victims, prescribing penalties
therefore and for other purposes.
Study of Interpol; Interpol’s structure; Interpol’s
three (3) case functions; public safety and
terrorism; other crime areas; the PCTC; local
and international laws pertinent to
transnational crimes.

FIRE PROTECTION MAJOR SUBJECTS (FMS)
Subject
Code
FMS 401

FMS 402

Subject Title

Description

Fire Operations 1
(Introduction to Fire
Service, Community
and Media Relations)

The subject is the study of the BFP structure;
major programs; program thrusts; Fire Code of
the Philippine; RA 6541 (National Building
Code); fire situation; organizing community
groups and meetings neighborhood policing;
methods of identifying community problems:
observation, experiential, complaints, crime
mapping, reports, surveys; influence of media
in policing; disclosure of information; biases
and the media; the media and public
confidence; and violence and the media;

Fire Operations 2

A comprehensive study of PD 1185, otherwise

(Fire Code of the
Philippines)

known as the Fire Code of the Philippines
covering the enforcement and administration
on fire safety inspections and building
inspection requirements; the applicable rules
on: combustible and flammable materials,
incinerators and open burning, use of
equipment, appliances, devices and vacant
buildings; the classification of occupancy;
means of egress; feature of fire protection;
places of assembly and occupancies; the
maintenance of exit ways; installation and
maintenance of fire protection appliances;
suppression control of hazardous fire areas;
organizing company fire brigades; compressed
gases; explosives, ammunition and blasting
agents, fireworks; liquefied petroleum gases,
fire extinguishers and rules on high rise
buildings; the actions on violations and
prosecutions procedures. This includes the
study of other related laws like the Building
Code and Electrical Code of the Philippines;
requirements of structural, mechanical and
electrical designs; MOA entered between
Secretaries of DILG and DPWH and other
agencies; work relations between local building
officials with fire marshals in issuance of
building permits & certificates of occupancies.
A comprehensive study of theories and
principles of fire, suppression and control
system, fundamentals and procedures of
firefighting techniques; types and use of
portable fire extinguishers and automatic
sprinkler systems; fire company apparatus
procedures; techniques of forcible entry; ladder
practices, hose practices and evolutions;
importance
of
radio,
signals
and
communication procedures; preparation of prefire plan; fire prevention education; and
importance of mass media.

FMS 403

Fire Operations 3
(Fundamentals of Fire
Prevention &
Protection,
Suppression &
Control Operation)

FMS 404

Fire Operations 4
(National Building
Code)

A comprehensive study of first aid and
practical application; basic and advance
cardiac life support; chain of survival in
emergencies;
emergency
medicine
in
disasters; dealing with hazardous materials;
preparedness for
bio-terrorism and mass casualty incident
handling; jungle and sea survival; rope rescue;
emergency
risk
management;
incident
management and command system; high rise
building and confined space rescue; also
includes rescuer safety; proper use, care,
testing and maintenance of self-contained
breathing apparatus and other rescue
equipment.

FMS 405

Fire Operations 5
(Fire Hydraulics,
Apparatus and
Equipment/Hazardous

A comprehensive study and familiarization of
the different types of firefighting apparatus,
equipment and accessories; water-pump
operation, hydraulics and stream discharge

FMS 406

Materials,
Transportation
Hazards & Weapons
of Mass Destruction)

computation; maintenance; and servicing of
fire trucks/vehicles; defensive driving, Land
Transportation Office rules and regulations; fire
trunk operator’s guide during and after
firefighting operations.

Fire Operations 6
(Philippine Electrical
Code with Basic
Circuits)

Basic understanding of the main cause of fire,
“electrical”. This includes the basic electrical
circuits on structures such as residential and
commercial in accordance with the Fire Code
(RA 9514) and the Philippine Electrical Code).

JAIL MANAGEMENT AND PENOLOGY MAJOR SUBJECTS (JMS)
Subject
Code
JMS 401

Subject Title

Description

Jail Operations 1
(Introduction to Jail
Service Management,
Community and
Media Relations)

The subject is the study of the correctional
models of management; jail food services; jail
facilities management; jail financial operations;
staff management; jail recreation and religious
programs; education and vocational training
and correction/mental and health care
services.

JMS 402

Jail Operations 2
(Penal Management,
Corrections &
Rehabilitation)

The subject is the study of the correction and
rehabilitation systems in jail/penal institutions.
Topics include: the different approaches in
treatment/rehabilitation of inmates; the goals of
treatment and rehabilitation programs for
inmates; inmates education and training; the
anti-drug proliferation and drug rehabilitation
programs for inmates; the treatment programs
for sex offenders; and other related topics.

JMS 403

Jail Operations 3
(Institutional and
Community-Based
Corrections)

The subject focuses on the study of institution
and
community-based
corrections;
the
organizational administration and operational
functions. Topics include: the concept and
underlying principles of community and
institution-based corrections: history and
significance in the correctional system;
categories of offenders in community and
institution-based corrections; approaches in
rehabilitation/ correction; and the study of
institution and community-based correction
programs: pre/post conviction, diversion pretrial release, third level release, third level
alternatives,
restitution
and
community
services, temporary release, and the
residential/half-way houses programs.
The subject also deals with the study of
probation, pardon and parole; the guidelines,
advantages and disadvantages; the structures
and operations; the evolution; history; and
contemporary issues and trends; the probation
and parole officer.

The subject also deals with the study of
probation, pardon and parole; the guidelines,
advantages and disadvantages; the structures
and operations; the evolution; history; and
contemporary issues and trends; the probation
and parole officer.
JMS 404

Jail Operations 4
(Inmates Welfare and
Development, Rights
and Privileges)

The
subject discusses the existing
rehabilitation services like provision for basic
needs; health; livelihood; education; sports and
recreation; visitation; para-legal; religious
services
and
correctional
counseling
techniques.

This subject also deals with the study of
probation pardon and parole: the guidelines,
advantages and disadvantages; the structures
and operations; the evolution; history; and
contemporary issues and trends; the probation
and parole officer.
JMS 405

Jail Operations 5
(Custody, Security
and Control, and Jail
Incidents and
Emergency Cases)

The subject is the study of security and control:
safety and sanitation; inspection process; fire
safety; firearms; control of keys; inmates
processing: rights of the accused; supervision
of inmates; fingerprinting and photographing of
inmates; transporting of inmates and release of
inmates.

JMS 406

Jail Operations 6
(Probation, Parole,
Pardon, &
Commutation of
Sentence)

The subject is the study of the Board of
Pardons and Parole; Presidential Decree 1990
and the Office of the Court Administrator
Circular No. 66-97: application for probation,
pardon and parole; revised rules and
regulations of the Board of Pardons and Parole
(Section 1-48); and Republic Act No.3815
(Probation Law).

